Currently there are eight collectable, plush teddy bears in the Alice’s Bear Shop collection, which have all been inspired by the characters in Rikey Austin’s Alice’s Bear Shop stories...

**Woodroffe**
This distinguished gentleman is wearing a smart red waistcoat and growls when tipped upside down.

**Tat**
This ‘loved-to-bits’ bear has a chequered patch on his tummy after undergoing some urgent repairs!

**Cobby**
This cheeky chap comes with a pair of denim dungarees and spotted neckerchief.

**Sandy**
This beautiful bear is wearing a pretty cream dress and matching headband.
Alice’s Bear Shop Collection continued

**Captain**
This adventurous cat is full of character and the finder of the most precious treasure

**Chunky**
As Alice’s family’s pet dog, Chunky features in many of the Alice’s Bear Shop stories

**Icky**
Unlike his illustration from the storybook, our little Icky bear doesn’t come with wellies!

**Ting**
The story of this shy, sad little panda bear is sure to melt your heart

Dimensions:
- **Captain**: 43cm / 17”
- **Chunky**: 38cm / 15”
- **Icky**: 30.5cm / 12”
- **Ting**: 28cm / 11”
There are currently four collectable, plush characters in the Little Lost Bear Collection and they all feature in Rikey Austin’s new storybook of the same name...

**Little Lost Bear**
This Little Lost Bear has been inspired by the main character in the storybook.

**Snowie**
This ‘snowie’ white cat helps Little Lost Bear to settle into the lost and found office.

**Mischief**
This mischievous mouse is quite hard to spot in the Little Lost Bear storybook - peek-a-boo!

**Wellington**
Wellington is the pet dog of Little Lost Bear’s new family but will they find him?

Each character in the Little Lost Bear Collection has tiny magnets in their paws and eyes so they can play peek-a-boo together!
She showed Jack how the bear growled when he was tipped upside down. Jack smiled. Jack was soon well again, but he still liked to play with the old bear. But one day the bear stopped growling. Jack shook him hard but the old bear would not make a sound. Jack sat the bear on the chair next to his bed and soon forgot all about him.

And she stitched his loose ears. She cleaned him gently and was even able to find a near perfect match for his missing eye.

The little bear began, leaping about and acting out his part. In his story the sea was stormy, the gull became an eagle, the fishes sharks and the kindly fisherman a pirate, but the funny thing was that as he told his story he began to giggle...

...and by the time he told Alice about the crab in the pot (which he described as a monstrous lobster) she was hugging her belly and rolling with laughter.

"Oh, oh, oh!" said Sandy as very slowly the whole table top tilted up and slipped gracefully to the floor with Sandy still hanging on. Paints, water and brushes all slid with a crash on top of her.

Nowie arrived back at the bear's side with a fluffy hat with tassels. The little bear pulled it down over his ears and felt much better.

"Come on," said Snowie. "Let me show you around".

All that night the little bear explored the lost property department with Snowie. She showed him how to juggle with balls from a magic set and made him laugh until his belly ached when she dressed up in different hats. When the Station Master opened the lost property department the next morning he found them curled up together, fast asleep.

She thought that she had seen something sparkle in its beak.

Dad fetched a ladder from the shed and leant it up against the tree.

**Storybooks**

There are currently six Alice's Bear Shop storybooks available, which have all been written and illustrated by Rikey Austin...

Each book has a beautiful hardback cover with 26 pages and are 17.5cm (7”) wide by 21cm (8”) high. These children's stories are enjoyed by Alice’s Bear Shop collectors of all ages!
Art Prints
Six beautiful art prints of the cover illustrations from Rikey’s storybooks...

Only 500 of each of these six prints have been printed in this first series. The art prints are 210mm x 210mm (8” x 8”) square and printed on acid neutral archive paper with lightfast inks. Each print has the Alice’s Bear Shop logo embossed to the bottom left-hand corner. Ready to be mounted and framed.

Pin Badges
Four collectable enamel pin badges inspired by four of the Alice’s Bear Shop collection characters...

Only 1000 of each pin badge design have been made in this first series of four with a new series of designs due to be released soon.
Bear Clothing

Choose alternative outfits for our Alice’s Bear Shop collection characters...

- Woodroffe’s blue waistcoat
- Woodroffe’s green waistcoat
- Sandy’s pink dress
- Sandy’s blue dress
- Cobby’s blue denim dungarees
- Cobby’s red denim dungarees
- Tilly’s blue dress
- Tilly’s yellow dress

Each item of clothing comes retailed packed in a clear bag with a branded header card as shown above in the top picture. The white bear shown on the right is Tilly and she will be released in Spring/Summer 2019. In the meantime her beautiful blue and yellow dresses are available to purchase now as they fit other characters in addition to Tilly!
The Story Continues...

Contact us for more information

UK 01566 777 092
AUS 03 5427 4482
USA 561 328 9936

Email sales@alicesbearshop.com
Visit www.alicesbearshop.com

@alicesbearshopofficial
#woodroffegrowsagain

Alice's Bear Shop is brought to you by Charlie Bears Ltd.
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